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DR E A M S P A C E
The Vision

The founding members of DreamSpace, a New Zealand development team, set out to deliver a solution The founding members of DreamSpace, a New Zealand development team, set out to deliver a solution 
for building homes in the city, that people would fall in love with. Their mantra was and still is, to redefine for building homes in the city, that people would fall in love with. Their mantra was and still is, to redefine 
the ultimate kiwi quarter acre dream, by recreating it - in the sky.the ultimate kiwi quarter acre dream, by recreating it - in the sky.

Developed with a combination of passion, integrity and genius, these six outstanding homes have Developed with a combination of passion, integrity and genius, these six outstanding homes have 
sustainability, personality and luxury, built into every square metre - inside and out.  sustainability, personality and luxury, built into every square metre - inside and out.  

The location of these exceptional homes is paramount to the DreamSpace lifestyle of  ‘effortless living’. The location of these exceptional homes is paramount to the DreamSpace lifestyle of  ‘effortless living’. 
So let go and embrace the flow of Lake Road, in the heart of Takapuna, with its sea views, endless east So let go and embrace the flow of Lake Road, in the heart of Takapuna, with its sea views, endless east 
coast sandy beaches and eclectic mix of retail, international eateries and cafés. coast sandy beaches and eclectic mix of retail, international eateries and cafés. 

Each home has its own private floor. All ocean view apartments have 
north facing balconies to embrace the beautiful New Zealand sunshine.

THE LOFT

THE GARDEN

THE RETREAT

THE SOCIAL

THE BOTANICAL

THE SKY PENTHOUSE
Including Rooftop Garden

PARKING

Discover your DreamSpace
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The study nook featured in all Ocean View apartments ~ architecturally 
designed space with storage under the desk as well as beneath the 
window seat. Window chaise with made to measure cushion set 
included. Soft lighting that is reading and study friendly. 

The inside of these six homes are designed by a specialist 
interior architect, from award winning JTB Architects, in 
conjunction with DreamSpace. Each home has thoughtfully and 
carefully curated finishes, fixtures and fittings. All are high quality 
and sourced from reputable suppliers and sustainable options 
have been chosen, when available and where applicable. 

The choice between an overall light or dark look ’n’ feel 
throughout the open plan living and bathrooms - will reflect 
your personality and create a tailored atmosphere that you’ll 
fall in love with every time you walk through the front door. 
DreamSpace are also providing purchasers with a selection of 
provoking upgrades, such as a fully installed Cedar hot tub for 
your balcony or deck (detailed within the information pack). 

OPEN PLAN LIVING Kitchen, dining, lounge and study nook – 2700mm 
ceiling stud height engineered floating natural oak timber flooring. Solid 
core interior doors to minimise sound transfer. Entry door to be solid timber 
or timber aesthetic to comply with fire engineer requirements. European, 
three sided gas fireplace for all Ocean apartments. Single sided inbuilt 
wall fires for Boutique apartments. KITCHENS by Matisse Architecturally 
designed custom made cabinetry and joinery. Waterfall, Caesarstone central 
island, matching stone benchtop areas in scullery. Feature lighting by 
Swedish designer - Niclas Hoflin and intimate recessed LED strip lighting. 
BATHROOMS AND EN-SUITES Exquisite custom designed and made 
cabinetry from either stone or timber or a combination of both. Large format 
porcelain tiling with acoustic underlay and underfloor heating. Full height 
tiling for walls with feature textured paint and timber wall detailing where 
appropriate for a distinctive look. PRIVATE PARKING Secure car parking for 
all homes. Private electric door garages where applicable.

The Luxury Specifications

Wet bar, complete with a Miele wine fridge, sink with brushed gold 
finish German tap ware and beautiful glass fronted illuminated 
cabinetry, completes the setting.

High end Miele kitchen appliance package includes: combi steam 
oven, additional wall oven, flush Induction cook top with Miele 
extractor unit, integrated dishwasher, high-end Samsung  
French-door refrigerator with lower freezer. 

En-suite includes: double vanity with porcelain basins, frame-less  
mirrors with LED lighting. Contemporary wall mounted heated towel  
rails. Shower has adjustable wall mounted, double head hardware.  
Upgrade ~ stylish free-standing brushed gold finish German bath spout.  

Presenting DreamSpace to the Auckland market, during times when people are Presenting DreamSpace to the Auckland market, during times when people are 
discovering what they actually desire and require, from their home - is heart discovering what they actually desire and require, from their home - is heart 
warming. A journey that I have been appreciating for the last eight months and warming. A journey that I have been appreciating for the last eight months and 

can now share with you. can now share with you. 

To envisage and purchase property off the plans, is notoriously difficult to do with To envisage and purchase property off the plans, is notoriously difficult to do with 
confidence. With this superior development you won’t need to have an architects confidence. With this superior development you won’t need to have an architects 

imagination in order to picture your potential home because DreamSpace are indulging imagination in order to picture your potential home because DreamSpace are indulging 
buyers with a unique virtual off-plan experience. buyers with a unique virtual off-plan experience. 

For the first time in New Zealand, a 3D Immersion Lab will immerse buyers into the moving image For the first time in New Zealand, a 3D Immersion Lab will immerse buyers into the moving image 
itself within a three metre high and seven metre diameter theatre - every sense in your body is itself within a three metre high and seven metre diameter theatre - every sense in your body is 
telling you that you are ‘in’ that space. Enabling clients to move around the home, choose between telling you that you are ‘in’ that space. Enabling clients to move around the home, choose between 
curated styling options and to even look out from the balcony and breathe in your ‘actual’ view; curated styling options and to even look out from the balcony and breathe in your ‘actual’ view; 
and all this without wearing a fiddly VR headset! and all this without wearing a fiddly VR headset! 

So let’s get started by presenting the detailing of the development to you and then introducing So let’s get started by presenting the detailing of the development to you and then introducing 
you, to each one of these innovative and luxurious homes - by name. you, to each one of these innovative and luxurious homes - by name. 

Thank youThank you

Su MobleySu Mobley  
New Zealand Sotheby’s International Real EstateNew Zealand Sotheby’s International Real Estate



As you would expect, the Botanical is grand and green, breathtakingly poised 
to render your guests speechless. The interior is open plan and magnificently 
spacious, filled with warm timber tones, high end appliances and smooth stone 
surfaces, with atmospheric seating as well as lighting. The study nook and 
elegant window seat (more of a chaise lounge than a seat) adds another layer  
of sophistication.

This beauty is perfect for downsizers who would like to spend their precious 
time enjoying their home, instead of maintaining it. With not one inch of 
flotsam, every space is carefully considered and optimised for pleasure, 
relaxation and entertaining. 

With a total floor area of 376m², 161m² of which is exterior garden, decking  
and balcony. 

Once you make the Botanical your home, the only tough decision you’ll have, 
is whether to sit and embrace the seascape - or your own private landscape!

The Botanical

Atmosphere, luxury and an extraordinary sense of well-being, is evident here. The combination of: natural oak flooring, architecturally 
designed cabinetry and joinery, Matisse luxury kitchen, Miele high end appliances, elegant designer lighting, three sided European 
gas fireplace and 2700mm stud height with feature timber ceiling; renders The Botanical with an acute sense of majesty. This feeling 
is as seamless as the inside and outside flow. The Botanical benefits from an expansive private garden which features sea views, a 
pergola with opening louvre roof system and extensive landscaping with a mix of mature native and tropical trees with. Maintenance 
free, your garden is lovingly taken care of by a team of professionals plus an automated irrigation system, all year round.

The Botanical
Level 1 / with ocean views and private garden
164m² interior space plus 161m² outdoor space, as well as three private car parks

SITE PLAN

DETAILS

BEDROOMS
BATHROOMS
PARKING

INTERNAL
EXTERNAL
GARAGE

TOTAL

LAKE RD

x3
x2
x3

164m²
136m² + 25m²
51m²

376m²

LEVEL 1

PARKING - x3

Please note that the information shown on this floor plan is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the agreement for Sale & Purchase.
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A superior residence for people who cherish a life of entertaining and relaxation. 
You will be proud to introduce your friends and family to this luxurious home, 
packed full of wow factor. Spacious open plan living anchored with endless natural 
oak timber flooring that maximises the continuous effect of the indoor and  
outdoor spaces. 

The Social has so many places to enjoy company, whether that’s gathered around 
the huge stone island or sitting in your alpine spa which you position in the 
dedicated spot on the balcony. Your guests will remain steadfast, soaking up the 
sunshine and sea views whilst you and your partner are preparing food in the finest 
Matisse kitchen and mixing cocktails. And don’t worry about the euphony, the 
comprehensive sound proofing will ensure that your merriment is contained.   

With a total floor area of 244m², 47m² of which is exterior hard wood decking  
and balcony. 

The stunning location of The Social enables you to complete your day, in fact every 
day, with an idyllic stroll along the beach with the dog. 

The Social

The study nook enables the homeowner to work, study or play in an environment that exudes peace whilst enhancing the opportunity 
to garner your thoughts and focus. Then, have a break, make a coffee and relax on the window seat whilst enjoying the views through 
the feature window or watch the flames in the three sided European gas fireplace.

The contemporary bathroom design has full height tiling and a feature textured paint and timber wall, that exude distinction. The 
custom designed and made, cabinetry with a choice of either stone or timber or a combination of the two, make for a atmosphere 
that will be hard to leave. Warmth radiates through the window and from the large porcelain tiling and underfloor heating.

The Social
Level 2 / with ocean views and private parking
164m² interior space plus 47m² outdoor space, as well as two private car parks
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Please note that the information shown on this floor plan is subject to the terms and conditions outlined in the agreement for Sale & Purchase.



The Loft
Level 2 / with ocean views and balcony

128m² interior space plus 21m² outdoor space, as well as one private car park

With incredible design consideration given to the placement of The Loft, when 
entering - you’ll be unequipped for your imminent encounter with the soaring 
3.8 metre, timber ceiling. This seriously impressive height embraces huge north 
facing floor to ceiling windows, guaranteeing that the lucky owner of this home 
will take full advantage of the sun. Reflecting both natural and artificial light, this 
wall of glass delivers a lighter, brighter and warmer home throughout the living 
and sleeping areas. 

But that’s not all, when the abundance of indoor and outdoor integration of this 
home, is paired with a raked/vaulted ceiling of this magnitude, The Loft will also 
enjoy incredible airflow and rooms that feel larger than life.

With a total floor area of 149m², 21m² of which is exterior decking and balcony. 

The Loft is a artist’s dream, ideal for someone who craves sunlight in their home 
as well as in their heart!

The Loft

The master bedroom in The Loft features exceptional detailing. The repetition of the warm timber combined with the huge ranch 
sliders which access the north-facing balcony, deliver continuous indoor and outdoor flow. The masterful addition of the half wall 
behind the headboard, affords flexibility to the space, for perhaps an inspirational desk or sun drenched dressing table.

The detailing continues throughout this remarkable home, with the inclusion of a biofuel fire in the living area, a window over the 
bath, a spacious pantry in the kitchen and even a coat and shoe cupboard to service and greet your guests, on arrival.
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The RetreatThe Retreat
Level 3 / with ocean views and private parking
164m² interior space plus 47m² outdoor space, as well as two private car parks

The master bedroom is in a world of its own. With bespoke warm timber wardrobes, designed by Matisse, exquisite lighting and 
huge ranch sliders - demanding you go and explore the 8m² sunset deck with views of Auckland city. The moment you retire to bed 
and your feet touch the deep pile New Zealand wool carpet, this room will inject calm and tranquillity. 
The contemporary bathroom design has full height tiling and a feature textured paint and timber wall, that exude distinction. The 
custom designed and made, cabinetry with a choice of either stone or timber or a combination of the two, make for a atmosphere 
that will be hard to leave. Warmth radiates through the window and from the large porcelain tiling and underfloor heating.  
Picture below features the dark colour palette with ugrade package.

For the discerning couple or determined professional singleton, The Retreat wraps 
a feeling of accomplishment and inner peace, all around you. 

The architectural elegance of the 2700mm stud height, leads your focus towards 
the wall to wall ranch sliders that demand you sweep them aside to enable your 
escape out onto your 39m² third floor private balcony. Once outside you cannot 
help to feel wonderment, pride and pleasure. The uninterrupted panoramic views 
out to Rangitoto, are everything and then turn around and admire the open plan 
magnificence without any omission. From the perfect work from home study nook 
with window seat, to the free-standing double ended bathtub with views onto 
your second private balcony coming off from the intimate master bedroom. The 
luxury finishes and expertise of the Matisse kitchen cabinetry spills out and into the 
bedroom wardrobes. Giving the home a cohesive and purposeful feel.  

Total floor area of 244m², 47m² of which is exterior hard wood decking and balcony. 

This Retreat is a sanctuary to withdraw to, a place one can rest and relax whilst 
being surrounded by the refinement of living in a resort!
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The Garden
Level 1 / with private garden

142m² interior space plus 52m² outdoor space, as well as one private car park

An escape from the rigours of everyday life, The Garden is a haven that has been carefully and beautifully designed to 
provide a feeling of peace, serenity and security, throughout the home. Every consideration has been taken to optimise 
the layout, to ensure that the homeowner reaps the benefits from this prudent purchase. 

The 60m² open plan kitchen and living, stretches out through the huge ranch sliders and into the 52m² north facing 
garden, delivering outstanding indoor and outdoor flow. Relaxing outside, the stylish pergola, offers intermittent shade 
from the glorious New Zealand sunshine. Privacy is fulfilled, naturally, in the form of native and tropical planting.

Inner warmth is a consistent theme throughout The Garden. From the contemporary fire, positioned centrally in 
the lounge, to the luxury Matisse natural oak kitchen cabinetry and large stone island with tactile German tap ware; 
right through to the master bedroom that boasts all day sunlight and ranch sliders that lead to an intimate peaceful 
setting, perfect for your morning and evening yoga. The Garden radiates mana, a spiritual sense that will resonate with 
everyone who comes to visit. 

With a total floor area of 194m², 52m² of which is exterior 
private garden. 

Come and discover your secret Garden, a place for spiritual 
contemplation, to share with family and friends or to keep 
completely, to oneself.

The Garden
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The outstanding indoor and outdoor, open plan living, is endorsed with the large cantilever deck, framed with planting to elevate 
your view of the ocean and of our beloved Rangitoto Island. The powder coated pergola with louvre opening, ensure that your 
friends and family are protected from the sun whilst you’re close by preparing and cooking the Snapper, in the outside kitchen. 
Standing on the balcony, you cannot fail to feel wonderment, pride and pleasure and then turn around and be in awe of your 
open plan opulence, without any omission!

A rare opportunity to secure a paradisal sanctuary - The Sky Penthouse is the super 
yacht of New Zealand luxury real estate. 

Set over two levels, this significant home greets you with open plan arms and a 
feast for every sense to perceive. Exit the lift and behold the Matisse kitchen with 
Miele high-end intuitive appliances, scattered throughout the stunning natural 
oak cabinetry. The large Caesarstone island, provides a worthy seat for the proud, 
brushed gold finish German tap ware (instant hot and cold). Whilst the Swedish 
over head lighting by designer Niclas Hoflin, orchestrates the theatre of the room. 

Smart wiring, smart controls and intelligent automation, continue throughout this 
unprecedented home. Delivering innovated convenience, ensuring the proprietor 
is always accompanied and when guests do arrive - set the house controls to  
party mode! 

A total floor area of 353m², 133m² of which is exterior, balcony and rooftop garden. 

The Sky Penthouse is an intimate celebration of home, providing security, 
belonging, identity and privacy.

The Sky Penthouse
Level 4 & 5 / with rooftop garden, uninterrupted views of Rangitoto and private parking
168m² interior space plus 133m² outdoor space plus 52m² triple private garage

The Sky Penthouse
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The Sky Penthouse Rooftop Garden
Take your lift, rise up to level five and yield the sweeping views and endless ocean vista. The Sky 
Penthouse private roof garden is your oasis, a refuge from chaos, you’ll have no choice but to succumb 
to the celestial magnificence that will elude all your tension and rejuvenate your soul. 

This intimate Havana has been impeccably designed to create your very own rooftop spa experience. 
The lobby has connections for an outdoor barbecue and fridge whilst the hardwood timber decking and 
outdoor gas fireplace - provides the perfect setting to enjoy the company of friends and whänau. 

Then there’s the secluded corner which has been specifically crafted as a dedicated space for your 
Nordic spa. The ultimate romantic destination or the ideal spot to unwind and catch-up with a confidant. 

The extensive lush tropical planting and mature trees will provide shade during the summer and 
protection for the winter - so you can make the most of the view and the space, all year around and in 
any weather!

With uninterrupted 360 panoramic views and a floor area of approximately 79m², The Sky Penthouse 
rooftop garden is an incredible investment. 

Feel blessed to enjoy, coffee at sunrise, breakfast in the full morning sunshine, dinner in the late 
afternoon and chase the last of the evening sun right through till sunset.

All hardwood decks and 
balconies are spa friendly - 
ready for you to plug in,  
relax and enjoy.

Make your outdoor space your favourite place - with DreamSpace.

As developer, DreamSpace takes the utmost care to ensure the accuracy of all renders, though please note all illustrations, perspectives, specifications and information presented in this book are indicative only. 
Visualisations are artists impression for illustrative purposes only. Actual features are subject to change within reason. All reasonable care and responsibility has been taken in preparing this book. The Sale and 
Purchase Agreement forms the entirety of the agreement between the vendor and purchaser, and sets out all details of the property purchased.
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